Meadowood Swimming Pools
Weather Related Opening/Closing Policy
If all pool chemical conditions and pool water temperature are acceptable, the Meadowood Pool
(“Pool”), will open at the regular times of 10:00 AM on weekends and holidays, and 12:00 PM on
weekdays, providing the air temperature is 65 degrees or above and is expected to remain at that
temperature, or, increase to a higher temperature throughout the day. This initial opening is also
dependent upon the current and expected weather conditions. If thunder, lightning, heavy winds, or
heavy rain is present, the Pool should not open. If the Pool opens and “iffy” weather conditions exist,
the Pool staff will monitor the usage that day and decide to keep it open, or, close it at 3:00 PM for the
remainder of the day. If the pool does not open at the normal time and a decision is made to reopen,
the Pool staff will post the time of reopening for that day on the Meadowood website
(www.meadowoodhomes.com), and/or, the Clubhouse telephone messaging system, 440-572-0077.
We strongly recommend patrons check the pool’s opening status if “iffy” weather conditions exist. The
Pool staff realizes there is a chance that weather conditions may make a complete reversal, but
decisions must be made. The Pool staff apologizes in advance for such weather reversal situations. In
addition, when “iffy” weather conditions exist at the time of opening, the front desk lifeguard and the
1:00 PM – 5:00 PM guard shifts should be called off and the Pool will operate under reduced staff
conditions. The Pool staff will make every effort to call shifts off with enough advanced notice to avoid
unnecessary travel time for the lifeguards affected.
It is important to note that no pool opening/closing policy will fully satisfy all residents in all instances.
The Pool staff has attempted to achieve a balance with this opening/closing policy. It is of the utmost
importance that the Pool operates both safely and with financial prudence under the direction and
guidance of the Meadowood HOA Board of Trustees. Along with the Trustees, the Pool staff believes
that this policy will be acceptable to the majority of the 847 homeowners/residents with the Meadowood
community.
This policy may be reviewed and modified by the Pool staff at any point to address unusual
circumstances not otherwise mentioned herein. It will be reviewed by the Trustees, and when all is
agreed upon, will be posted at the Pool and on the website for public viewing.
Please Note: If our pools are open and thunder and/or lightning are detected, the pool will close to all
staff and patrons for a period of 30 minutes from the observance of thunder or lightning. Each
subsequent observance of thunder and/or lightning will trigger a new 30-minute waiting period. Once
again, the safety of all pool patrons is the primary objective of this opening/closing policy.
Most sincerely,
The Meadowood Association Board of Trustees in conjunction with the Meadowood Pool Staff
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